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THE SECOND PRINCIPLE 

God's Unity 

MAIMONIDEs' (Abelson's translation) statement of the 
second principle is ; • The Second Princi'ple of Faith'. 

The Unity of God. This implies that this cause of all is one; 
not one of a genus nor of a species, and not as one human 
being who is a compound divisible into many unities; not a 
unity like the ordinary material body which is one in num
ber but takes on endless divisions and parts. But He, the 
exalted one, is a unity in the sense that there is no unity 
like His in any way. This is the second cardinal doctrine of 
the faith which is indicated by the assertion, .. Hear, 0 Israel, 
the Lord our God the Lord is One" ( Deut. vi. 4) '. 

The • 'Ani Ma'amin' form is: 'I believe with perfect faith 
that the Creator, blessed be His name, is a Unity, and that 
there is no unity in any manner like unto His, and that He 
alone is our God, who was, is, and will be'. In the Yigdal 
formula the _princi_ple is given as : • He is $9ne, . and· there is no 
Uf!ity like unto His. unityt_ inconceivable is He, and un~nding is . 
His _!!nit).(. 

Friedlander's version is; 'The belief in the Unity of God; 
that is, the belief that the Being who is the cause of everything 
in existence is One; not like the unity of a group or class, 
composed of a certain number of individuals, nor the unity of 
one individual consisting of various constituent elements, nor 
the unity of one simple thing which is divisible ad if!finitum, 
but as a unity the like of which does not exist'. W erblowsky 
puts the second principle as follows: 'The stress on unity has a 
theoretical and a practical aspect. Theoretically it excludes 
all types of polytheistic, dualistic and trinitarian beliefs and, 
according to Maimonides, all positive attributes. God's unity 
is an absolutely unique unity. For the Qabbalists the uniqueness 
of this unity actually means the mystery of the divine in its 
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Framing the Issues 17 

According to this position, Christianity is avodah zarah, for all intents and pur
poses. Belief in the Trinity and the Incarnation, along with the worship of 
statues, leads almost by default to the view that Christianity is idolatry. 27 

Obviously, this view disregards Christianity's own self-understanding as wor
shipping the one God, the God of Israel, and does not leave much room for 
interreligious pluralism. Avodah zarah as a category points away from pluralism 
and tolerance, by passing a harsh judgement and rejecting particular religious 
systems. Unconditional application of the notion of avodah zarah to any reli
gion will lead to viewpoints that do not enable true acceptance of it. At best, 
they can sustain a de facto tolerance, based on keeping one's distance and 
upholding that distance as legitimate and expressive of as much respect as can 
be mustered for the sake of a 'live and let live' ideology. Genuine acceptance 
and legitimization of the other is not possible when avodah zarah is fully evoked. 

At the other end of the spectrum one finds the position of Me'iri, whom we 
have already discussed. According to his view, Christianity should not be con
sidered avodah zarah. Christianity has a moral code and grounds an ordered 
way of life in the recognition of God. It is, for Me'iri, a 'religion', in other 
words a valid form of the religious life. This raises it above the rank of other 
religions of old, which lacked such an ordered moral life and in relation to 
which the status of avodah zarah applied. Differences in theological world-view 
are not, in and of themselves, sufficient grounds for declaring another religion 
avodah zarah. Famous in this respect is the following quote: 'Nations that are 
bound by the ways of religion and believe in His (blessed be He) existence, His 
Unity and His power, even though they are in error concerning some matters, 
according to our faith, the rules discussed above do not apply to them. '28 

Ultimately, for Me'iri,Jews and Christians believe in the same God, even if 
there are theological variations in how he is understood. Believing in the same 
God is the other side of the coin of not considering a religion as avodah zarah. 
Having identified criteria in light of which Christianity is understood as believ
ing in the same God, the laws applying to avodah zarah are considered as not 
applicable to Christianity. 

®t should be noted that in actual fact Maimonides does not make it clear why he sees 
Christianity as avodah zarah. Nowhere does he state explicitly that the problem is theological (i.e. 
the Trinity), rather than practical (i.e. worship of icons or Jesus). Scholars can, only speculate as 
to why he held these views and how they cohere with his broader world-view. Iri terms of my own 
reading of Maimonides, the most likely reason for considering Christianity as avodah zarah is that 
another being other than God is worshipped. For Maimonides (Mishneh torah, 'Laws ofldolatry', 
2: I), this is the core definition of avodah zarah. This understanding may be alluded to in 'Laws 
of Kings', I I: 4· On Maimonides and Christianity, see Howard Kreisel, 'Maimonides on 
Christianity and Islam', in Ronald Brauner (ed.), Jewish Civilization: Essays and Studies 
(Philadelphia, 198 s), iii. I s6. See also David Novak in Chapter 9' below. 

28 Me'iri, Beit habel;irah on Git. 6za. In other words, the laws relating to idol worshippers do 
not apply to them and these nations are considered to be beyond avodah zarah. 



The Me'iri thus does not rest content with providing a 

sweeping, systematic explanation for permissive rulings 

related to economic and functional relationships. His 

concept is broader, reaching out to diminish inner hostility 

and effect a change in consciousness itself This expansion 

is articulated in a further permissive ruling, also unique to 

the Me'iri among medieval halakhic authorities, related to 

extending greetings to a gentile. The Talmud permits 

extending greetings to a gentile for the sake of peaceful 

relationships, but it forbids expansive greetings to a gentile 

at any time as well as entering his house to greet him on 

his festival day, even if the greeting is not expansive. If a 

Jew happens to encounter a gentile on his festival day, he 

should greet him halfheanedly and gravely. Rashi notes 

that expansive greeting to a gentile is forbidden because 

''Shalom" 29 is a name of God and should not be associat

ed with a gentile. 30 The prohibition on entering a gentile's 

house to greet him is explained by the argument that the 

gentile might thank his gods for having been honored by 

the greeting. But the Me'iri offers different explanations 

for the prohibitions on expansive greeting and on greet

ing on the gentile's festival day. In his view, the limitation 

on greeting is tied to the dangerous implications of social 

contact with pagans: 

We do not refrain from greeting idolaters, but it is not 

proper to greet them at greater le~!g!_h rpan is USL 
a_!!~l_ customary, which is what I term "expansive 

greeting." For one who extends greetings at greater 

l~gili. than the norm shows greater affection .~ 

involvement, and you already know that idolatr;y 

was appealing to many, .. Accordingly, some of OUJ:. 

great sages would initiate greeting to an idolater, for 

the one who initiates the greeting provides a basis 

for the other to respond in kind, and b:x: initiatinJiU 

greetingQJ._a_!_j§.J!!~I;~]Y.~.ordance with the norm, 

o.~e can invite a similar response and avoid excessive 

involvement. But if one were to await the other's 

29 The word used in the greering.-Tramlator 

30 See Rashi on Gitin61a, s.v. "Ve-Sho'alin Bi-Shelomam': 
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initial greeting, the latter might come forward with 

an affectionate '!!!~sive ~eting that would 

have to be reciprocated, leading the two to became 

unduly friendly and close, and forming a model 

that others might emulate. But expansive greeting 

in accordance with the norm is not suspect, even 

though it is expansive ... And this relates to what 

we have already written concerning the Rabbis' ban 

on entering a gentile's home on his festival day to 

greet him, for he may recount the nature of the 

festival, being celebrated for the sake of some 

particular heavenly body or sacred figure, and [the 

Jew], through all the chattering about it, may be 

ensnared. But if he encounters the gentile in the 

marketplace he may greet him even on his festival 

day, albeit not in a manner that expresses affection 

or attachment, lest the gentile, having both the 

opponunity and the eagerness to recount the might 

of his idol, continue on to do so. But, in any event, 

n9ne of this applies to nations restricted by the ways 

of religion and believing in the existence, unity, and 

P.ower of s:;od (max; He £.e blessed), even if they go 

astray with respect to some matters according to ou~ 

beliefs. (Beit Ha-Behirah Gitin, ed. by K. Schlesinger 

[Jerusalem: 5735], pp.257-258.) 

The Me'iri determines that the prohibitions on greeting a 

gentile expansively and entering his home to greet him on 

his festival day do not apply to the Christians of his day 

but only to the ancient, idolatrous nations. This novel 

permissive ruling is all the more interesting because the 

Me'iri-contrary to Rashi's view-relates the origin and 

nature of the prohibitions to the limitations on affectionate 

or intimate relationships with gentiles that might bring 

about risky influences. The Me'iri understood the term, 

"expansive greeting" [ "kefi!at shalom'], not in its direct, 

literal sense of "repeatedly stating a greeting" but as an 

affable expression of affection and attachment. In his 
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The domain of religion forms the basic layer of beliefs on 

which the existence of a disciplined community is founded. 

This domain is the common province not of those 

possessed of wisdom but of religious believers as a whole, 

who have faith in a creating, overseeing, and recompensing 

God. The Me'iri's religious tolerance grows out of his 

recognition of a religious domain held in common by 

Jews, Christians, and Muslims, and from the fact that the 

value of the common domain is rooted in its necessary 

contribution to the creation of sound societies. The Me'iri 

occasionally portrays this realm in radical terminology, 

referring to the brotherhood of those possessing religion 

or to the applicability to all such people of the name 

"Israel." His conception of the common base of all religions 

is reflected most astonishingly in relation to an apostate 

(mumar) who moves from one religion to another. As 

Jacob Katz has pointed out, according to the Me'iri an 

apostate (meshumad) is not one who has changed his 

religion but one who lacks any religion.43 A Jew who con

verts from Judaism to Christianity is not subject to the 

rule of, "one who is pushed down [into a pit to die] but 

is not taken out." By virtue of being a Christian, he 

remains within the core that is common to Judaism and 

Christianity: Both are possessed of religion. The apostate 

who must be put to death is one who has thrown off the 

yoke of all religion in general: 

Heretics (minim) and non-believers (epiqorsim) may; 

be directly harmed; and informers (masorot) are 

permitted [to be harmed] though their property 

may not [be used]; and one who apostatizes to 

idolatry is within the class of the heretics. But all 

of this is so only when the rubric of"lsrael" contin

ues to apply to them, for anyone who is within 
- -

that rubric and disavows and desecrates the relicion 

is subject to severe punishment, for he has becom;

a heretic and is as one who has no religion. But one 

who has completely left the rubric [oflsrael] and 

become a member of another religion is considered 

by us to be the same as any other member of the 

religion he has joined. (Beit Ha-Behirah Horayyot, A 

Sofer ed., p.275.)44 

Intolerance for idolaters has its source, therefore, not in 

their being members of another religion, but in their 

being members of no religion at all because they are nor 

restricted by the ways of religion. The Me'iri is the first 

thinker to suggest a concept of inter-religious tolerance 

43 J. Katz, "Sovlanut Datit Be-Shitato She! Rabbi Menahem Ha-Me'iri be-Halakhah U-~-Fiwsophryah" ["Religious Tolerance in Rabbi Menahem Ha-Me'iri's 
Halakhic and Philosophical System"], op.cit., p.27. 

44 In a non-halakhic context as well the Me'iri depicts an apostate not as a Jew who has gone over to another religion but as one who has left religion 
altogether and therefore resembles an idolater. He interprets the verse "lest there should be among you man or woman. .. that bless himself in his hearr, 
saying 'I shall have peace ... that the watered be swept away with the dry'"[Deut. 29:17-18] as dealing with an apostate: "'the dry' refers to the assemblage 
of ancient nations, who had no rradition of religious ways but continued to follow their natures, distancing themselves from nothing that their eyes craved, 
which caused them to hunger and rhirst, in the manner of 'hunger satiates him.' And he refers to one who leaves the bounds of religious ways and casts 
off the yoke of the commandments in that his mind does not cool in its pursuit of pleasures that he indulges through compulsive need ... and of his leav
ing all religion and his participation with the nations of those days who lacked any tradition of the covenant ofTorah" (Essay on Repentance, pp.597-598). 
A parallel formulation from the halakhic realm, concerning the attitude coward one who converts from Judaism, can be found in Beit Ha-Behirah Avodah 
Zarah, A. Sorer ed., ~d these matters all [apply] only while he remains within the rubric 'Israel,' and because he denies and desecrates the religion, his 
punishment is very severe. But anyone who has left the Jewish religion and entered within a different religion is treated by us as any other member of that 
religion" (p.6l). An interesring parallel to the definicion of an apostate as one who has no religion at all can be found in a poem by Levi ben Abraham, 
"Batei Ha-Nefosh ~-Ha-Lehashim": "It is proper to kill every heretic (min) without religion." The poet appends the halalthic concept of "heretic" to the 
philosophers' statement "put to death anyone who (mi) has no religion," thereby giving the heretic an identiry strongly resembling the Me'iri's definition. 
By adding the letter nun to the word mi, he expresses the Me'iri's halakhic position. This poem was published byY. Davidson, "Levi ben Avraham, Batei 
Ha-Nefosh Ve-Ha-Lehashim, Bulletin of the Instirute for the Srudy of Hebrew Poetry (Berlin 5689), canto !,line 131. The Me'iri artributes his position on 
the apostate to his teacher, Reuben ben Hayyirn. It is reasonable to believe that the position was shared by the Me'iri and Levi ben Abraham, for the Me'iri's 
teacher was also the teacher (and uncle) of Levi ben Abraham. 
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APPENDIX Ill 

Tosafot on 'Association' (Shituf) 

IN T H E P REv I o us APPEND I x, I made reference to the Tosafists' dis
cussion of what theycall 'association'. 1 Because of the importance of this text 
to a key contention of this book, I present here a more detailed and technical 
analysis. 

A talmudic regulation urged Jews to avoid business partnerships with 
pagans lest a dispute arise in which the non-Jewish partner would take an 
oath in the name of his god. The Jew would thus violate a biblical injunction 
that the Talmud understands to forbid causing someone to invoke the name 
of' another god'. What is the standing of this regulation in Christian Europe? 

The Tosafists maintain that accepting ~.9~ from Christians is permis
sible because they swear in. the name of the saft!t.s, to whom they do not 
4ttribute divinity. It is true, Tosafot continues, that they mention 'the name 
of Heaven' (presumably God) along with the ~nts 'and their intention is to 
~OJ?_~t?inJLelse [a better text reads 'Jesus of Nazareth'], but this [i.e. 'th~ 
name ofHeaven' without explicit mention ofJesus] is still not an idolatrous 
pam e. Also, their intention is to the Creator of heaven [and earthJ..'2 This last 
sentence may mean either that in addition to Jesus they have in mind the 
Creator or, in a formulation more accurately reflecting Christian doctrine, 
that while they think of Jesus their ultimate intention is the true Creator. In 
either case, Tosafot maintains that Christians intend to worship the true God 
but cross a crucial line by incorporating a human being into their conception 
of the divine. The Tosafists even considered the possibility that one actually 
pronounces the name of a foreign deity by simply saying the word 'God' with 
Jesus in mind, and they take for granted that the explicit invocation of his 
name would run afoul of this prohibition. 3 

' TosafotonSanhedrin 63b s.v. asur; c£ TosafotonBekhorot2b, s.v.shema. See also R. Yeruham ben 
Meshulam, Toledot adam vebavah 17: s. 

2 Tosafot appears to be thinking of an oath attested in Christian sources which said, cl swear in the 
name of the omnipotent God and these four sacred Gospels [ evangelia]? See J. Katz, The Hist01y of 
Three Apologetic Statements' (Heb.), in id., Halakhah vekabalah (Jerusalem, 1986 ), 279 n. 6o. 

3 While some Jews avoid pronouncing the name of Jesus even in a neutral context, there are 



Appendix III 

This, however, is not quite the end of the text. The enigmatic continua
tion, which has produced a literature unto itself, says, 'And even though they 
associate the name of Heaven with something else, we do not find that it is 
forbidden to cause someone else to associate, and the commandment not to 
cause a blind man to stumble [i.e. not to cause someone to sin] does not 
apply because Noahides [i.e. non-Jews J were not commanded regarding ~s 
[i.e. association, as an alternative version of the text says explicitly].' 

The assertion that there is no prohibition against causing someone to 
associate is a narrow, technical point. It means that although there is a 
specific prohibition against causing someone to invoke the name of another 
god, there is no comparable, focused prohibition against causing 'associa
tion' (shituf). There is, however, a general prohibition against causing sin, 
which at first glance should forbid a Jew to create a situation in which his 
Christian partner will 'associate' in an oath. Tosafot concludes, however, that 
non-Jews, unlike Jews, are permitted to 'associate', and hence a Jew who 
causes them to do so has not caused sin. 

Rabbinic commentators and decisors have provided two distinct interpre
tations of'associate' as it is used in this text. Since the first of these interpreta~ 
tions can yield two quite different explanations of what Tosafot actually 
meant by the assertion that non-Jews are not commanded to avoid associa
tion, I shall refer to the two versions of that interpretation as rA and rB. 
According to both rA and rB, 'association' here refers to the unarticulated 
thought of Jesus included in the Christian's mind when he uses the word 
'God' in his oath. One who thinks of Jesus when saying 'God', even if he sees 
the former as connected with the Creator of heaven and earth, is in effect 
acknowledging the Creator along with something else. Such an oath is prima 
facie an act of avodah zarah, and a Jew may not cause it. 

Interpretation rA assumes that the Tosafists' final response accepts the pre
miss that this oath is an expression of shituf and hence, in principle, an act of 
avodah zarah. However, it understands that response to introduce the striking 
principle that Jewish law has a dual standard for avodah zarah. For a Jew, an 
act of 'association' indeed constitutes avodah zarah, qut for a non-Jew, not 
merely an oath but even prayer and prostration to God along with 'something 
else' is flatly permissible. Thus, the Jew is not causing any sin at all. This inter
pretation was proffered in early modern times and has been embraced in our 
own day by ecumenically oriented Jews because of its assertion that non-Jews 
who engage in Christian worship do not commit avodah zarah . . 

substantial grounds to permit this. See, for example, R. Yair Hayim Bacharach, Ifavotya)ir (Frankfurt, 
1699) r) hasagot n-12, and R. Elijah ben Solomon Zalman ofVIlna, Be)ur hagra, 'Yoreh de'ah' 147: 3. 
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200 Eugene Korn 

The goal of [Christians and Muslims] is to promote Godliness among the 
nations ... to make known that there is a ruler in heaven and earth, who governs 
and monitors and rewards and punishes ... We should consider Christians and 
Muslims as instruments for the fulfilment of the prophecy that the knowledge of 
God will one day spread throughout the earth. Whereas the nations before them 
worshipped idols, denied God's existence, and thus did not recognize God's power 
or retribution, the rise of Christianity and Islam served to spread among the 
nations, to the furthest ends of the earth, the knowledge that there is one God who 
rules the world, who rewards and punishes and reveals himself to man. Indeed, 
Christian scholars have not only won acceptance among the nations for the reve
lation of the Written Torah but have also defended God's Oral Law. For when, in 
their hostility to the Torah, ruthless persons in their own midst sought to abrogate 
and uproot the Talmud, others from among them arose to defend it and to repulse 
the attempts.49 

And R. Hirsch: 

Judaism does not say, 'There is no salvation outside of me.' Although disparaged 
because of its alleged particularism, the Jewish religion actually teaches that the 
upright of all peoples are headed towards the highest goal. In particular, they have 
been at pains to stress that, while in other respects their views and ways of life may 
differ from those of]udaism, the peoples in whose midst the Jews are now living [i.e. 
Christians] have accepted the Jewish Bible of the 0 ld Testament as a book of divine 
revelation. They profess their belief in the God of heaven and earth as proclaimed 
in the Bible and they acknowledge the sovereignty of divine Providence in both this 
life and the next. Their acceptance of the practical duties incumbent upon all men 
by the will of God distinguishes these nations from the heathen and idolatrous 
nations of the talmudic era. 50 

Before Israel set out on its long journey through the ages and the nations ... it pro
duced an offshoot [Christianity] that had to become estranged from it in great 
measure, in order to bring to the world-sunk in idol worship, violence, immorality 
and the degradation of man-at least the tidings of the One Alone, of the brother
hood of all men, and of man's superiority over the beast. It was to teach the renunci
ation of the worship of wealth and pleasures, albeit not their use in the service of 
the Orie Alone. Together with a later offshoot [Islam] it represented a major step in 
bringing the world closer to the goal of all history~ 51 

In the twentieth century a number of rabbinic authorities did not rule 
officially on the halakhic status of Christianity for non-Jews or whether 

(1982), ros-u; Moshe Miller, 'Rabbi Jacob Emden's Attitude Toward Christianity', in M. 
Shmidman (ed.), Turim: Studies in Jewish History and Literature (New York, 20o8), ii. ros-r 36. 

49 Jacob Emden onAvot 4: r 1. 
50 Samson Raphael Hirsch, PrinciplesofEducation, 'Talmudic Judaism and Society', 225-7. 
51 Samson Raphael Hirsch, Nineteen Letters on Judaism. 


